


Business activities can generate various types of impacts on society.

Many human settlements are principally defined by the activity of a given company, 

while entire populations define their ways of life by the companies on which they depend 

for their jobs.  Therefore, it isn’t difficult to imagine how significant the presence of a 

company in a small town can be, given that the largest cities depend on the decisions 

taken by corporations or sectors of the economy to define their prospects and futures. 

Detroit, the former automobile capital, which was an example of unparalleled prosperity, 

teaches, with its lamentable decay, how the direction of the economy can profoundly 

impact the dreams and projects of a community.

The social impact of corporate action goes from strictly local dimensions to global 

ones, from the smallest villages to countries’ organizations. Everything influence and is 

influenced by the forces involved in production and consumption, because in a world of 

global markets, it is difficult to contain effects within physical or cultural boundaries.

In this context, the publication Business Management of Social Impact, offers to 

entrepreneurs, executives and managers an overview of actions developed by companies 

and their subsequent impact on social life. We focus on a narrative from the businesses 

point of view: seeking an understanding of how each sector or area of activity affects society.

Defined and organized the Social Impact Working Group from CEBDS (Brazilian Business 

Council for Sustainable Development), the content is the result of intensive research looking 

to measure and scale the performance of more than fifty companies from various sectors 

of the economy. This research was supplemented by interviews with experts from different 

fields of knowledge and extensive research of national and international bibliography. 
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In the introductory chapter, two fundamental points are addressed. The first one is 

the understanding that the social impact of a company is much broader than their social 

investment actions or corporate responsibility. The company should also be analyzed in 

terms of the way it functions, the organization of its floorplan, how it deals with suppliers 

and how their products and services affects the society. The second aspect concerns the 

fact that, although the perception and measurement of social impact are very important, 

it only takes on a structural relevance to business activities when this understanding is 

integrated into the company’s decision-making and strategic processes, becoming a new 

factor of risk assessment and business opportunity.

The following four sections bring together analysis and practical examples of how four 

large specific segments have been dealing with the subject-matter. They are base and 

extractive industries; consumer goods; services; finance and insurance. The sixth and final 

chapter is dedicated to reflecting on the subject and the next steps required in this debate.

The contents of this publication will help companies deepen their management 

models and to realize that the social environment in which they operate is an integral 

part of the business. It will also help companies to no longer see themselves as islands, 

surrounded by communities which are alien to their operation, but as part of a broader 

process in which all agents have their role.

As an institution created to lead and assist the Brazilian business sector in reflecting 

on and reinventing their business models, CEBDS is honored to offer this contribution to 

business and society in general.

Enjoy the reading,

Marina Grossi
President of CEBDS



WHAT IS CEBDS?

Founded in 1997, the Brazilian Business Council for Sustainable Development 

(CEBDS) is a civil association that leads the efforts of the business sector to implement 

sustainable development in Brazil, through effective coordination with governments, 

businesses and civil society.

CEBDS brings together nearly seventy significant business groups from the country, 

whose revenues make up 40% of GDP and which are responsible for more than 1 million 

jobs. It was the first institution in Brazil to speak about sustainability based on the Triple 

Bottom Line concept - which proposes the performance of companies should be founded 

on three pillars: economic, social and environmental. CEBDS is the representative of the 

World Business Council for Sustainable Development (WBCSD), the most important business 

sector entity in the world that has nearly 60 national and regional councils in 36 countries, 

operating in 22 industries, and 200 multinational companies, present in all continents.

A pioneer, CEBDS was responsible for the first Brazil Sustainability Report in 1997, 

and from 2008 onwards helped to implement the GHG protocol - the main tool for the 

measurement of greenhouse gas emissions in the country, in partnership with the Getúlio 

Vargas Foundation and the World Resources Institute.  The institution has represented its 

associates in all United Nations Conferences on Climate Change since 1998 and Biological 

Diversity since 2000. Furthermore, it is a member of the Commission on Sustainable 

Development and Agenda 21; Board of Genetic Heritage Management; of the Brazilian 

Forum on Climate Change; Carioca Forum on Climate Change, the World Water Council 



and the Management Committee of the National Sustainable Consumption Plan. At Rio + 20, 

CEBDS launched Visão Brasil 2050, a vision paper that aims to provide a sustainable vision of the 

future and a possible way to achieve it. This platform, which dialogue with companies and various 

sectors of society, was built in 2011 with the participation of more than 400 people and about 60 

companies. It is a source of inspiration for many Brazilian companies’ strategic planning.

WHAT IS CTSOCIAL?
The Social Impact Working Group (CTSocial) is composed by large Brazilian companies.  

This group’s purpose is to discuss and define the best tools, methodologies and actions for 

measuring the social impact of business; cooperate with the government and the financial 

sector in the dissemination of these tools and methodologies in order to create a harmonious 

environment between corporate strategies, their funding and legislation with regard to relations 

with the communities impacted by business; and disseminate best existing practices for both 

evaluating and acting on the social impact of business, reflecting on how to scale up the most 

successful of these practices.
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• Even a company with localized action has the potential to cause global social impacts 
through the value networks in which it is inserted.

• The impacts caused by a company focus on different stakeholders of greater or lesser 
interest and power of influence, which represent threats as well as opportunities for its 
operation.

• Social impact consists on the impact of decisions, activities and operations of a com-
pany on the whole society.

• Characterization starts identifying stakeholders and analyzing social issues associa-
ted with decisions, activities and operations of a company.

• Attribution of causality between a company’s operations and the evolution of social 
indicators indicates the existence of impact.

• As a company’s operations are multiple and continuous it’s not always possible to use 
pure modeling to determine impact.  Approximations and inferences are used based 
on data collected periodically.

• The evaluation of an impact should identify its actions and effects by establishing a 
chain of causes.

• Every evaluation should also consider proposing ways to enhance positive impacts 
and mitigate negative ones.

• In case of negative impacts, the lessons learned from the process should serve for the 
development of preventive measures.

SOCIAL ASSESSMENT OF COMPANIES



• Mining/Quarrying activities and base industry have a long-term presence - although 
finite – which is impactful from a social and environmental point of view, in the locations 
that they operate.

• Social impact management is a strategic aspect of maintaining the social license to 
operate, understood as a perception of legitimacy and acceptance of the company by 
the stakeholders, especially by impacted communities.

• Transparency in the assessment and monitoring of the impact increases the chances 
of strengthening the social capital in the company’s interaction with individuals and 
institutions. In practice, transparency must permeate the socio-economic impact 
projections in terms of value added (employment, income, tax revenue, local purchases). 
There also needs to be transparency in the contributions and concessions from each 
of the stakeholders.

• Impact indicators help risk management by enabling mapping of critical aspects of the 
relationship between stakeholders. Similarly, they provide the identification of opportunities.

• Participatory evaluation involves stakeholders in the formulation of indicators and 
shows the impact of the company’s actions on the daily lives of the local population.

• For the extractive sector, it is crucial to fully consider its operating territory and be willing to 
deal with all the complex social, environmental, economic and cultural factors present.

• Being clear about extractive and base industries’ contributions to social development 
includes giving support to governments and civil society in the management of social 
issues that are beyond its realm of direct influence.

SOCIAL IMPACT OF BASE AND EXTRACTIVE INDUSTRIES



• In the consumer goods industry, social impact extends along the entire value chain, 
from production to post-consumption. This is one of the main factors that makes 
the industry one of the most advanced in the monitoring of impact indicators and 
adherence to international standards of social and environmental conduct.

• Many of the companies adept at implementing best practices go beyond monitoring 
and make room for specific evaluation cycles which contribute to estimating 
the effectiveness of actions, incorporating this information in their management 
responses and their sustainability strategies.

• S-LCA (Social Life-Cycle Assessment) fully considers the value chain of a product 
when selecting the most relevant aspects of social impact. The methodology is 
recognized of being based on ISO 14044 (2006) procedures which are already well 
known in sustainable business fields.

• Oxfam International’s poverty footprint methodology offers a broad overview of the 
social impact of the company’s value chain on the poor people of a country or territory. 
Their assessments help identify what aspects of poverty reduction are affected - and 
to what extent – by business or public policy.

• Assessments of compliance with the best social and labor practices provide useful 
insights for the company to increase the effectiveness of social actions. This practice 
brings direct economic benefits to the operation and its stakeholders and also advances 
the prevention and mitigation of negative social impacts. Improvements are particularly 
sensitive in labor intensive sectors and with multiple suppliers - and even more for 
operations in countries with low and medium human development index scores.

SOCIAL IMPACT ON THE CONSUMER GOODS SECTOR



• In retail and services, relationships with employees and customers are crucial. On 
the one hand, training and retaining talent are critical to business success. On the 
other, maintaining high standards of image and reputation is increasingly a basic 
requirement in the midst of dynamic competitive environments, subject to regulatory 
changes by governments.

• Both sectors tend to employ a large amount of young people at the beginning of 
their careers. They have poor education levels, incomes, and low initial wages, which 
magnifies the social implications involved in the operation of these companies.

• Taken broadly, the social impact of the tertiary sector is directly related to the specific 
activities of each company (communications, transport, infrastructure etc.) Often it 
extends - sometimes intangibly - along large economic chains. However, the clear 
importance of employees and consumers as stakeholders, results in more focus on 
these groups in the evaluation of actions.

• The main evaluation methods adopt indicators defined together with stakeholders. Such 
indicators provide parameters for quantifying the effects of an action and its relation to 
the investments made. Thus, it is possible to describe the impact in monetary terms, 
which is easily understood by various stakeholders, including the general public.

• Social return on investment (SROI) has been widely applied in the business world 
to measure the impact of the aspects of an operation. Its methodology allows 
the creation of financial parameters from subjective values through econometric 
techniques which helps to satisfactorily solve the problem of applying experimental 
methods to dimensional frameworks.

• SROI and simpler reviews of economic return on investments should be applied to the 
company’s operating process improvements, thus allowing simultaneous assessment 
of the economic and social impacts.

SOCIAL IMPACT ON RETAIL AND SERVICE SECTORS



• The financial and insurance sectors are engaged in the socialization of capital and risk. 
They have a strong presence as catalysts of the productive economy, household saving 
and consumption and are vital to the long-term strategies of companies and people.

• Development banks have been at the forefront of assessment. IDB and BNDES, for 
example, have published assessments that demonstrate the relative effectiveness 
of their funding programs in improving social conditions, such as job creation and 
poverty reduction.

• Among private financial institutions, the social impact of their operations has mainly 
been measured by quantitative assessments of programs whose specific objective 
was to generate positive social benefits directly related to the business.  One example 
is the responsible use of credit. These assessments stand out because of their use of 
semi-experimental methods, such as matching and difference-in-differences.

• The benefits of the insurance sector for the stability of economic order are very well 
documented. Among the lower social strata, however, evaluative records are scarce, 
although there is enormous potential for evaluations directed towards aspects such 
as the strengthening of social capital and empowerment of women. Affordable health 
insurance - which now supplements or replaces the public social safety net - is particularly 
amenable to such studies.

SOCIAL IMPACT IN FINANCE AND INSURANCE SECTORS



         APPROACH GOAL ASSUMPTION LIMITATION COMMUNICATION EXAMPLE 

ATTRIBUTION

Application of social impact evaluation and its communication

CONTRIBUTION

Measure the 
proportion of 
social impact 

which is due to 
the company’s 

operations

Specific 
interventions or 

phasing of
aspects of the 

operation

Simulation
of what would 
happen if the 
company did

not exist

Only measures 
some social 
impacts of

the operation

  Availability/
quality of

public data

Appeal to an 
audience with 

technical capacity

Summed up
using synthetic 

statistics 
(proportions and 

correlations)

Emphasizes
how much  
difference

the company’s 
presence

makes

Controlled 
random 

experiments 
 

Semi-
experiments 

(matching and 
difference-
differences)

SROI

Cost-
effectiveness 

Cost-benefit

Input-output 
matrix

WBCSD 
Management

of social
impact 

Poverty 
Footprint

S-LCA

Brainprint

Social License 
to Operate

Agenda 21

SEAT

Explanatory 
hypotheses for 
every aspect 

of a company’s 
contribution 

Identification of 
material and/or 
critical issues

Mapping
the value chain

Time availability 
for research and 
organization of 

information

Identify
various aspects 

wherein a 
company makes 

a difference 
to society and 

predict the
social 

consequences
of an operation

Not always 
possible to 

measure what 
has been 
identified

Relevance
for the

company and 
stakeholders

may differ 

Raises more 
questions 

Harder to 
compare 

Emphasis
on how the 
company 

contributes
to society 

Particularly 
conducive to

graphs
and illustrative 

examples  

Emphasis 
on building 

a consensus 
between

interested
parties

The table below lists examples of the main evaluation methods discussed here, split according to 
two approaches (causal attribution and identification of contribution). For each method we outline 
its purpose, basic conditions for implementation, limitations of inferences that can be made and its 
power of persuasion for different audiences.

FINAL CONSIDERATIONS








